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From Your Chapter Director
Summer is at last here with hot and humid days. As motorcyclists
we gear up for the conditions and ride whenever there is an
opportunity. We do dress properly and stay hydrated. Many of us
will be taking long trips to District Rallies, other motorcycle
events, extended vacations and rides just for FUN. I know most
bikes have been serviced and ready for the road. Even so, take the
extra few minutes to do an inspection prior to your rides and
remember ATGATT “All the Gear All the Time”.
The Chapter birthday lunch is Sunday June 1st in Warrenton. The restaurant owners
approached us at the last chapter gathering we decided to give them a try. The Hillbilly
Hoedown is June 7 & 8. If you are able go and support our sister chapters. Virginia Rally in the
Valley is June 27 through the 29th. Spread the fun around by sharing other scheduled and
impromptu rides with the group.
Roger and Dolores have been doing a fantastic job representing us visiting other chapters and
chasing the couple’s plaque.
GWRRA new communication tool Groupworks is being rolled out to districts, chapters and
officers. I will keep you abreast as we embrace this new way of communicating within the
association.
I know you hear this lot but get your registration in for Wings Over the Smokies and make your
room reservations. Many vendors make their decision to come to the rally based on early
registrations. We all know that hotels in the area sell out during WOtS so don’t wait until the
last minute. I haven’t gotten our work assignment yet but we will probably work registration
again on Thursday, September 26th.
Lastly, get out and visit the state parks. Go solo or better put together a ride. Many parks can
be visited with day rides. Remember to get your passport book stamped and take a photo in
front of the park sign and send to Deetra at deetrabryant@msn.com or text to 919-426-7184.
The Chapter ice cream ride to celebrate our win last year will be in June. Look for the
announcement.

Until next month – Ride Safe and Have FUN.
John
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On June 3rd we received the message below from Tom Scully about the passing of Carol.
I just want to send out a note thanking all my good friends on District Staff for all the support,
prayers and good wishes I have received over this long journey. It made it possible to believe in
the hope that all would soon be well but the combined weight of all the problems Carol
endured were just too great to overcome.
I invite you to participate in a Ride In to a Celebration of Life to be held in the City of Oaks
Cremation facility at 4900 Green Rd in Raleigh on June 22nd beginning at 2:00pm. If at all
possible please arrive on your motorcycles and wear your District or Chapter attire.
Again, thank you so very much.
Tom

If you knew Carol Scully you know what I mean when I say she was unforgettable. She was an
educator in every sense of the word. Always had words of wisdom. Always told you like it was
whether you wanted to hear it or not. She will always have a special place in our hearts. We
loved seeing her beautiful smile and will miss it greatly. Rest in peace sweet friend. Now you
teach us in a different way.
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From Your Assistant Chapter Directors
Sharing Is Not FUN Sometimes!
For us the month of May started with a lot of FUN at the Tennessee
Rally. And continued with chapter X2 Wilkesboro's first annual Dog on
a Log and a visit to the Durham chapter gathering.
Then a few days before the Fayetteville mini rally James came down with a terrible cold. So,
I rode down to Fayetteville with John Bryant, Roger and Dolores Patterson and Jimmy
Broadway. The rally was a lot of FUN too. I won one prize ticket and actually won a prize.
But the FUN and ride was not the same without James.
The next day was the annual District Ice Cream ride. I decided to stay home and take care of
James. I was hoping he would get well so we could attend another chapter's May gatherings.
But that little bug just stayed around.
Well, you guessed it! A couple days before Memorial weekend I got James cold. Wasn't it
nice of him to share his cold! It's no FUN going into a long holiday not feeling well. The one
good thing that came out of the weekend was that James (still not feeling 100%) managed
to smoke ribs and chicken. So I did not do much cooking.
We had a lot of FUN at the chapter birthday but that is for my July article.
Hope to see you on some rides!

Having FUN and Making Memories
James and Debra
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From Your Membership Enhancement Coordinators
Goal Setting
Lately, I’ve been pondering the value of goal setting.
I love going to the district rallies - this is where you get to really hang out
with friends and get to know them well and make new ones. This year
we had decided to make a point of going to the coastal rallies from
Maryland to Florida and included Tennessee. We didn’t go to Florida,
even though we had registered;
Georgia was canceled; we missed SC.… Okay you get the point; we have not made a single
rally! And only Virginia remains on our calendar. This is the exact same result of our goal of
going to Hillbilly Hoe down! We have planned to go every year that we’ve been in GWRRA and
have not yet made it! And there it is again on our calendar. What was the value of these two
goals? They profited us nothing!
Thank goodness, not every goal dies as those did. For example, last year, Glenn and I had set
the goals of visiting every NC State Park for NC-X’s State Park Challenge and as 2018-2019
District Couple visiting every N.C. chapter. We missed two parks and two chapters, but each
goal required only one trip-- definitely a commendable effort of almost meeting our goal, yet
no cigar.
Some goals you come near, others you miss by a mile and occasionally, every once in a while,
you meet or even exceed your goal! As you know, this requires hard work, dedication, and
determination! One such example is the new 2019-2020 Southeast ICOY, Carl and Kathy
Williams from Florida. You probably already heard this news and possibly know them. If you
don’t know them, it is likely you may have run into them in their many travels. They have
attended almost all, if not all, the Eastern District rallies this past year. Glenn and I were
thrilled when they appeared out of nowhere last year at Wings Over Smokies just in time to
help us recoup from the preceding soggy day to set up the NC Couples Meet and Greet. They
did everything we asked — from mopping the mud covered concrete, hanging decorations and
even helped to set up the food tables. Glenn and I really enjoyed working with these eager
beavers and hard workers and would not have been ready without them! Additionally, we found
them engaging, open and insightful. And there are many here in the south, that know them just
that way. These are the same traits that will take them beyond their goal of becoming the
2019-2020 Southeast ICOY and makes their goal setting pay off. Congratulations Carl and Kathy
and thank you again 1,000 times more for your hard work, dedication and determination and we
look forward to you exceeding!
Carl and Kathy prove goals can be attained with hard work, but isn’t there something else
involved? Just wondering what you think that might be?

Glenn and Joy Kennedy Membership Enhancement Coordinators
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From Your Couple of the Year
May has been an extremely hot month and today is no
exception. Heat related illness often does not receive as
much attention and under reported. I am not an outdoor
person so trying these tips may help.
1. Hydrate aggressively and slow down
2. Drink 8 ounces of water before you start yard work. Take small breaks every 30 minutes,
drinking 8 ounces of water, additional glass of water when you finish.
3. Work in the cooler morning hours or early evening hours about an 30 minutes before the
sun goes down.
4. Wear loose light clothing, single layer. A wide brim hat with a sweat band is a must.
5. Mosquitoes and other bugs are sometime overwhelming. Use an insect repellant you apply
rather than clip on. Herbal repellent like citronella can be sprayed on netting and worn.
6. Wear shoes. Heavy duty garden clogs will protect your feet and they rinse off easily.
7. Wear goggles for protection of your eyes from sun and debris. Wear gloves to protect your
hands from dirt and callouses when working with garden tools.
8. Wear ear protection when you use gas powered mowers, trimmers and edgers.
When you’re done with yard work, eat a banana for potassium and drink orange juice or
V8 for a boost of energy.
Remember: Work Slower, Hydrate often, Work in the early mornings or late evening, Pace
yourself!

Stay Cool Safe and Enjoy the Ride.
Roger and Dolores
GWRRA NC District 2019-2020
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Tennessee Spring Fling

North Carolina won
second place in the
talent contest.
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James won a snack basket!
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K2 Mini Rally
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The real question is:
When do we stop riding a motorcycle?
How do we know when to stop riding? Are we being a safe rider?
Are you and I ready to honestly answer these, and other
questions like them?
There are more variables involved in this question than I can
count. The number is like finding the end of the square root of
2. Not happening in my life time! So I will start with some of
the best ideas and questions that go along with this process.
How is your riding confidence doing? Are you having second thoughts about riding the
mountain curves, switch backs, climbs and descends? Confidence is more than just having
second thoughts, it can contain fear at one level or another. Are you getting afraid to ride?
This can contain several other concepts, such as riding in the rain, the cold, the hot, at night
or alone. These are not a complete list, but some of the more thought provoking.
As more and more technology is being incorporated into newer motorcycles, how are you
doing on handling this while maintaining a safe ride? How much or your mental attention is
taken up by keeping the bike is going along in the electronics. Riding in the last (drag) I have
observed many a rider playing/working with their GPS while the ride is in motion. How much
more attention is being taken away from safe riding by all the new technology needed to
operate the bike? Can you, as a rider, continue to add to the necessary multi-tasking a newer
bike requires.
How is your health doing? Are you able to mentally process everything required to safely
operate the bike? Can you do this “quickly?” Physically, can you hold the bike up while
stopped? Can you turn quickly while twisting your body to see where you are going?
Have gained enough weight to be over the weight limit of your bike? This effects everything
the bike is designed to do and may ( may not ) create a danger to you and/or a passenger.
Can you afford to keep your bike's equipment in good working order?
The most important question to this is not cut and dry; however, I think it is the most
important. Are you still having FUN riding? Only you can answer this question. Think hard.
This was meant to be a thought provoking article and is not aimed at any one person. As we
age and our lives move on, so does how we want to enjoy life.

Drive Safe My Friends,
Rosy
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2019 Garage Meet
All Garage Meet photos by Jane Petzold. Thank you Jane!
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NC-X challenges ALL NC chapters to a State Parks Challenge!
Rules are simple:
STEP 1

Pick up your NC State Parks Passport from the first State park you visit, (or
NC-X gathering) and have the Ranger sign and date your passport on the
first visit. (You can also request a book to be mailed to you).
STEP 2
Gather friends and visit the parks and enjoy your favorite outdoor
activities! The Passport Book has icons of the activities at each park. If
your favorite outdoor sport is riding, then ride from park to park.
STEP 3
Get your Passport book stamped at the park’s office or visitor’s center. If
the office is closed, several parks have a box outside with stamp stickers.
If you cannot find the box, you can request a stamp sticker by mail. To do
so, please email state.parks@ncparks.gov.
STEP 4
Report individual and group visits monthly. Snap a picture of you and your
group at the entrance sign and text picture to Deetra Watson (John
Glenn Kennedy NC-X Bryant’s daughter) at 919-426-784 or email it to
5 Parks
deetrabryant@msn.com. Include the date, name of each person in your
John Bryant NC-X
group, the number of Parks visited and their Chapter designation. One
9 Parks
email for the entire group is fine. See example.
May 10, 201
Step 5
Join NC-X for a day of Fun and be recognized and/or collect your prize at
X-toberFest, October 12, 2019.
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Park map is from the North Carolina state parks, Find -A-Park page at
https://www.ncparks.gov/find-a-park
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John's China Adventure
Hi everybody,
Having a blast here in China. I’ll have to do some chronological list
of all the places I have been. If you want to search some places, the
immediate places that come to mind is WuHan, Budong, Three Gorges
Project , Chang Yang. I’ve been to the mountains of China just the tip
of the iceberg so to speak. Been to some wonderful places, waterfalls,
the highest peak, places where the air is thin. Met so many nice and
interesting people.
Mostly I have been with April and her Mother with intermittent times with the addition of
her husband and colleagues. April’s husbands driver drove us from WuHan up into the
mountains for about 5 days of sightseeing and interacting with her husbands colleagues to show
us the sights of their areas. April’s husband is some sort of big insurance company manager that
spans a huge area with many colleagues and friends that took their time to entertain us. Stayed
in some awesome hotels. I’ve seen a different China then I have seen before. Such a huge area
and driving a lot to get to different places. April’s husband drove us the 5 or 6 hours from
Xuzhou to WuHan where we stayed in one of his main apartments provided by the company.
Tall apartment buildings everywhere. All three bedrooms and pretty spacious.
I didn’t realize I’d be traveling so much but it has been a whirlwind. Plentiful time to relax
as well. Now we are back in WuHan for a couple of days. April’s husbands work has called him
away to another city. We will have dinner tonight with the drip, a nice young man I have named
Harley since he owns a Harley. Great guy!
All in all, such a wonderful trip thus far. We’ll be returning to the “home base” of Xuzhou in
another day or two. Then I’ll do some teaching, fishing, play around. Whatever is on the
schedule or what I would like to do.
Maybe I’ll put my trip happenings in a more precise writing and send photos for possible
newsletter worthiness.
Miss you all. I promise I will make more time to ride more when I return. I heard the garage
meeting was great. Sorry I missed it. I have some heated grips that I have been meaning to put
on the gold wing. Oh well.
Until next time. I have attached just a few photos.
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I had a great reply already a couple days ago. Don’t know
what happened. Different phone, different service. Got saved
to drafts and most got erased in the combined English and
Chinese selections. Oh well. Start my reply again.
So, the Internet here is pretty sketchy. Lot of sites are
blocked. China uses their own search engines and even the
typical Google is China’s style with too many restrictions.
My regular phone works sometimes for the WiFi. Here,
WeChat is ever so popular as a means of communication, not
text messages as we know it but the same concept. WeChat
even has an app that the people here can pay with for food
shopping, restaurants, and just about any purchase. Very well
protected system.
So many nice people here in China, always wanting to take me out here and there. Yesterday
went rafting at a man made facility. Ate at a great buffet place, Chinese style the other day.
Yes, if there is a buffet, even in China, I’ll find it. LOL.
Most mornings are relaxing with a cup of coffee after a big breakfast. I stay at April’s
apartment with her Mother & Father, two dogs. China people like to have dogs as pets, not
always for dinner. There are no houses per se, only many tall apartment buildings everywhere
with some areas for walking around for exercise. Out in the country areas there are houses,
no cities. The apartments are mostly 3 bedrooms, tile floors for easy cleaning, and pretty
spacious. Old and new. Some older ones are smaller.
April’s house here in Xuzhou is on the first floor so they have a nice outside patio to relax.
I’ve stayed at different places in my travels. April’s apartment in Nanjing was also very nice,
as well as her husbands apartment provided by his company in WuHan. So many nice hotels
along the way while we were traveling. I’ve had some good opportunities to teach here and
there. I am working with a couple of hand surgeons from one of the biggest hospitals in
Xuzhou to polish up their power point presentations that they will give in Berlin the middle of
June. They are both published authors but English is not always spoken so just lending some
guidance. I hope I am being some help to them.
Anyway, I should send this off before this reply gets discombobulated. Thanks for the ideas
thus far from folks on articles. I was able to get some emails to contact and Rick had been
great to help me contact y’all. Thanks Rick.
I received a nice Apple computer but dare not set it up for English and United States while I
am here in China. No USB ports so I’m sure there is an adapter to use to transfer photos from
phones. There are about three different phones that have photos so not sure how I will gather
all to edit. Hmmm......

John “Rebel”
Rooney
GWRRA#28002
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Your chapter would love to hear about your FUN rides, triumphs,
family additions, celebrations and any good news you would like
to share.
We are family. We like hearing from you!
Reminder: Due date for article is the 25th of each month.

Happy Reading!
Debra K. Lawler
Click below and read Newsletters from:
North Carolina District
And GWRRA Insight
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Xaviers Adventures
I traveled to a few of places in May. I went to the Tennessee
Spring Fling. I made a new furry friend. Although I did not get
to spend much time with him. He was training to help veterans.
There were a lot of things do and a lot of FUN silliness. There
were men dressed in grass skirts and wigs. Boy was that funny.
Then I went to Wilkesboro to the NC-X2 first annual dog on a
log. We caged it because it rained. I tried to find the dog on the
log. But, could not find him.
Well I'm off to another adventure with Joy and Glenn. I jumped off of Debra's bike in the arms of
their granddaughter. I wonder if she will take me to Pennsylvania? I guess I will find out.

I was talking to my Dad the other day. We were trying to figure out what day of the week we
were born. That conversation led me to searching the Internet for a website to do such. That in
turn led me the old English nursery rhyme.
This is the website I found an app to calculate what day of the week we were born. Yes math is
FUN! https://www.mathsisfun.com/games/dayofweek.html
Monday's child is fair of face
Tuesday's child is full of grace
Wednesday's child is full of woe
Thursday's child has far to go
Friday's child is loving and giving
Saturday's child works hard for a living
But the child born on the Sabbath Day, Is fair and wise and good in every way.
It turns out my dad is a Wednesday's child and I am a Thursday's child.
The old Nursery Rhyme about the days of the week is supposed to tell your character or future
based on the day you were born. What do you think?

Debra K. Lawler
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Some members of the NC-X and our GWRRA family
need a little Tender Loving Care. Please keep them
in your prayers.
From Rick Crawford (Too Tall)
On a personal note, I have a couple of health issues that are limiting my riding. I did ride
May 4 on the CMA Run for the Son. I surprised myself that I could do it. My concern was my
hands. My doctor has diagnosed my condition as "pmr" (Polymyalgia rheumatica). The pain I
have is focused on hand joints and muscles biceps and shin muscles. Aging is literally a pain.
I will try to attend the next chapter meeting hoping there is not a conflict as has been the
case in each previous month. I appreciate the emails of your events. I couldn't make it to
Rick Yost's because May 4 was Run for the Son ride. That took precedence. Hopefully, I will
be able to get together with the Chapter this summer.
Joy Kennedy has a full plate from caring for her elderly mother to watching a baby. Her
mother is need of constant care and 18 month old granddaughter is visiting for a couple
weeks. What an extreme!

The Scully family has suffered a great loss
with the passing of Carol. See page 4 to learn
about Carol's passing and celebration of life.

June GWRRA Anniversary

June Anniversary
June Birthdays
John Bryant
Janice Crawford
Debra Lawler

Goose Richards
John and Jenny Gunter
Dolores Patterson
Glenn and Joy Kennedy

John & Xiuqing Rooney
Rosy & Sandie Rosenthal
Rick & Barbie Yost

Editorial note:
We do our best to make sure your birthdays and anniversaries get listed each month.
Sometimes we miss them. Please let me know if yours gets missed.
NC-X Newsletter Editor Debra K. Lawler
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NC-X April “Participation”
TN District Rally 5/2-5/4
James and Debra Lawler

NC-X Garage Meet 5/4
Rick and Barbie Yost – hosts
Dale and Jane Petzold
John Bryant
Roger and Dolores Turner
Bruce Lobach
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Andre Eason
Brad Bradford

NC-C2 Smithfield 5/7
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
James and Debra Lawler
Dean and Faye Holton
Roger and Dolores Patterson

NC-X Gathering 5/13
John Bryant
Jan Bryant
James and Debra Lawler
Rosie and Sandy Rosenthal
Dale and Jane Petzold
Teddy Harding
Debbie Kearney
Roger & Dolores Patterson
NC-Z Rocky Mount 5/14
Roger & Dolores Patterson
Dean and Faye Holton
John Bryant
NC-H2 Durham 5/16
James and Debra Lawler
John Bryant
NC-K2 Mini Rally 5/18
Debra Lawler
John Bryant
Roger and Doroles
Patterson Jimmy Broadway

NC-X2 Dog on a Log 5/11
John Bryant
James and Debra Lawler
Roger and Dolores Patterson

NC-X Staff Meeting 5/30
Roger and Doroles Patterson - Hosts
John Bryant
James and Debra Lawler
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Dale and Jane Petzold

Let Joy know when you have participated in a GWRRA event, chapter gathering and rides etc!

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
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Wake Forest Wings, NC-X Calendar June 2019
+Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednes
day

Thursda y

Frida y

Saturday

1
10:00 am NCS2 Sanford

2

3

4

5

6:30pm NC-C2
Smithfield
Chapter visit –
Cruizers 5:15
PM
9
Monthly
Gathering
5:00 PM
Golden Coral

10

16

17

11
6:30pm NC-Z
Rocky Mount

12

18

19

30

Birthdays
this Month
John Bryant
Janice
Crawford
Debra Lawler
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25

Anniversaries
the Month
John & Xiuqing
Rooney
Rosy & Sandie
Rosenthal
Rick & Barbie
Yost

6:30pm NCD Greenville

Hill Billy
Hoe Down

8
Hill Billy Hoe
Down
2:00 PM NC-U2
Laurinburg

13
6:30pm NCH2 Durham

14
7:00 PM
Chapter
Dinner Ride

15
District
Couple’s
Retreat

20

21

22
Carol Scully
Celebration
of Life

Elizabeth City

6:3pm NC-E
Cary
24

7

6:30 NC-E2

Breakfast Ride
9:00 AM

23
12:30pm NCK2 Fayetteville

6

6:30 NC-F2
Garner
26

27

28

29

Virginia

Rally in the

Valley
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Wake Forest Wings, NC-X Calendar July 2019
Sunday

7
NC-E2
Elizabeth City
Poker Run
9:00 AM

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursda y

Frida y

Saturday

1

2
6:30pm NC-C2
Smithfield

3

4
6:30pm
NC-D
Greenville

5

6
NC-S2
Gathering 10:00
AM

8

9

10

11

12

13

Mt Airy
Overnight
Ride

Mt Airy
Overnight Ride

6:30pm NC-Z
Rocky Mount

NC-U2
Laurinburg
15
NC-D2 New
Bern 6:30
PM

16
6:3pm NC-E
Cary

17

18
6:00 NCE2
Elizabeth
City
6:30 NCF2 Garner

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
12:30pm NCK2
Fayetteville

29

30

31

14
Chapter
Gathering
Golden
Coral 5:00
PM

Birthdays
this month
Jeannie
Gunther
Roger
Patterson
Sue Turner
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Anniversaries
this month
John & Jeannie
Gunther
Gil & Debra
Holden
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Individual of the Year
Criteria and Nomination
Form
Nominee MUST:





Be a CURRENT GWRRA member
Be at least 18 years of age
Been a member of GWRRA at least 3 years
Gone ABOVE and BEYOND the call of duty

Person you are nominating __________________________________ Chapter NC- ______
Please explain why you are nominating this person for Individual of the Year:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Your Name: ______________________________________ Chapter NC- _____
Phone: ______________________ Email: _______________________________
Your name and contact information is needed in case we need more information. Please send
your completed nomination form to Roy Bryant, 52 Tobacco Rd., Rocky Mount, NC 27801.
Deadline is August 10th of each year.
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1999 50th anniversary Goldwing 1500 SE $6750.00 for the bike and trailer.
Only 53k miles with 18 cf Dart time out trailer with cooler compartment . Color
matched and custom pin striping by Steve Baller. Never dropped, garage kept.
Full covers for both. Lots of chrome and green LED light. The SE has all the bell
and whistles, CB, intercom with passenger control, tape player and AM/FM radio
with auto volume control, adjustable air ride control, on board air compressor,
Passenger arm rest, adjustable passenger foot rest and best of all, reverse.
Stock seat with back rest and Custom green Diamond seat with back rest. Two
full helmets with intercom, Factory service manual, Tires are great. This bike
has taken first place in many shows and a real head turner.
Contact Johnny Hilliard at (919) 943-8647 or ncjohnny2@aol.com

Tickets $ 2
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Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors
when you are in need of the
Products and Services they
provide.

Your Ad Could Go Here!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest, NC.
Our Newsletter is circulated to a diverse group of people all over North
Carolina and is also sent to the Region staff that resides in North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In addition,
your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website
(www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12
issues and can be modified anytime without additional charges.
 Business card - $25.00
One quarter page - $50.00 
One half page - $75.00
Full page - $100.00
Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org
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Presidential Assistants
Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

North Carolina
District Team

National Team
Director of GWRRA
Anita Alkire
director@gwrra.org
Rider Education
Bob & Althea Berry
director-re@gwrra.org

District Directors
Cindy & Roy Bryant
rcbryant@suddenlink.net

Director Of Training
Clara Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com

Assistant District Directors, East
Austin & Peggy Gauthier
austing@mac.com
peggyrm@icloud.com

Membership Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

